We study the problem of distinguishing maximally entangled quantum states by using 
product states and general states. In 2000, Walgate et. al. showed that any two orthogonal pure states can be locally distinguishable [4] . It has been observed in [5, 6, 7, 8] that any set of maximally entangled states in C d ⊗ C d can not be locally distinguished for large d. The lower bound of the numbers of maximally entangled states that are not locally distinguishable has been extensively investigated [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Locally indistinguishable sets of d maximally entangled states in C d ⊗ C d systems are constructed for all d 4 [12, 13] . Smaller sets of locally indistinguishable maximally entangled states can be found in [11, 13] . Due to the difficulty of the problem, some researchers studied an easier problem: the one-way local distinguishabililty of maximally entangled states [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . For the case of C d ⊗ C d with d ≥ 4, a set of
3⌈
√ d⌉ − 1 one-way LOCC indistinguishable maximally entangled states, which are generalized
Bell states, has been constructed [18] .
On the other hand, one can consider the upper bound of the number of maximally entangled states that are locally distinguishable. In 2004, Fan [7] showed that if d is prime, then any k mutually orthogonal generalized Bell states can be locally distinguished if k(k − 1) < 2d. For d = 3, any three generalized Bell states can be locally distinguished. In [8] , it has been shown that in C 3 ⊗ C 3 , any three mutually orthogonal maximally entangled states can be distinguished by LOCC. However, their approaches can not be extended to higher dimensional case. Since then it has been an open question whether any three mutually orthogonal maximally entangled states in high dimensions can be distinguished with LOCC. In 2013, Nathanson presented some examples for triples of maximally entangled states that cannot be distinguished with one-way LOCC but two-way [15] . Moreover, Nathanson proved that any three mutually orthogonal maximally entangled states in
, can be distinguished with a PPT measurement.
In 2015, Tian et al extended Fan's result to quantum systems with dimension of prime power by considering the mutually commuting qudit lattice states [19] . And Singal et al give a complete analysis of perfect local distinguishability of four generalized Bell states in C 4 ⊗ C 4 [20] . As an open question remained, it is interesting to consider whether any three mutually orthogonal generalized Bell states can be locally distinguished for an arbitrary dimension d.
In this paper, we mainly restict ourselves to the locally distinguishable of generalized Bell states. We first give some properties of the generalized Bell states. We first prove an equation
by employing the method in [7] . By using this equation and some annoyed analysis, we prove the local distinguishability of any three generalized Bell states case by case. We also solve some exceptional cases by showing the strategies of Alice and Bob employed in order to distinguish the given three states.
Properties of Generalized Bell states
Throughout the paper, we use the following notations. In the bipartite system
|ii is a canonical maximally entangled state. In general, a maximally entangled state can be written in the form |ψ = (U ⊗I)|ψ 0 with a unitary matrix U . The following d 2 maximally entangled states are well known as the generalized Bell states:
where
H α is unitary for every α.
Motivated by the method in [7] for prime dimensions, we first prove a generalized equation.
Lemma 1.
The following equation is satisfied up to a whole phase for all α when d is odd and for even α when d is even.
Proof : Since (s q − s q+1 = q when q = 0, 1, ..., d − 2 and
. We have ω α(sq−s q+1 ) = ω αq and
By using equations (3) and (4), it is easy to derive H α X m Z n H † α = X αm+n Z −m up to a whole phase.
Since the local distinguishablility of a set of quantum states is unchanged under arbitary local unitary operators. To locally distinguish a set of generalized Bell states, we first let Alice and Bob do unitary operations
respectively, where t stands for transposition.
This operation is equivalent to the transformation
Here the normalization factor
H α does not affect the local distinguishability of the quantum states. We will ignore the factor
and just consider H α as a unitary matrix. From Lemma 1, we know that the transformations
Bell states into itself provided that α satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1.
The following lemma has been mentioned without a proof in ref. [7] . We give an explicit proof here.
Proof : If n i = n j for all i = j, then we apply a transformation H α ⊗ (H † α ) t on the given states:
By Lemma 1, we have the following equations:
Taking α = 0 in equations (6) and (7), we have that the transformation 
Local distinguishability of three generalized Bell states
In this section, we use the unitary matrix X m i Z n i to represent the maximally entangled state
Proof: The proof is based on the remark of Lemma 2. We first give two observations to simplify the problem.
Observation 1:
We only need to consider the case
Lemma 2, we have shown that the states corresponding to the matrices {X m i Z n i } 3 i=1 are local distinguishable with different m i or n i . Hence we can assume m 1 = m 2 and n 1 = n 2 . If n 1 , n 2 , n 3 are all different, then by Lemma 2, the three states can also be locally distinguished. Hence we can assume n 3 = n 2 (or equivalently n 3 = n 1 ).
Observation 2: Accounting to the following transformations which do not change the local distinguishability:
we only need to consider the case S 0 = {I, X m , Z n } (0 < m, n < d). Fig. 1 The figure shows the sketch of the proof. The words in white squares give the conditions.
The H α , α = 1, 2, 4, in the blue squares give the transformations. The states with green color can be shown to be locally distinguished by Lemma 2, while those with pink color are the ones called exceptional cases.
From the above observations, we only need to prove the local distinguishability of the states
Hence, acting H α on the states {I, X m , Z n }, we obtain {I,
We separate our proof into two cases by the parity of d, see Fig. 1 .
Case I: If d is odd, then for any α, H α X m H † α = X αm Z −m , and H α Z n H † α = X n . Under the transformation H α , the states {I, X m , Z n } are transfered to the states {I, X αm Z −m , X n }.
Note that the states {0, m, n mod d} are not equal each other. By Lemma 2, the set S 1 of states are locally distinguishable.
Also it is easy to show that {0, 2n, n mod d} are not equal each other for odd d. Then by Lemma 2, the set S 2 of states are locally distinguishable.
Consider the following transformation,
i) If 2m = 0 mod d, and 2m = n mod d, then {0, 2m, n mod d} are not identical. By Lemma 2, the set S 2 of states is locally distinguishable.
ii) If 2m ≡ 0 mod d, then we must have d = 2m. Hence we have the following transformations
This case can be separated into the following three cases:
1. 2n = d mod d and 2n = m mod d, then by Lemma 2 the set S 2,2 is distinguishable.
, and m = n. We only need to check the case {I, X n , Z n }, where d = 2n. This case will be solved below as the exceptional case 1.
3. 2n ≡ m mod d with d = 2m, ⇒ 2n = 3m, ⇒ n = 3k, m = 2k for some integer k. We need to consider our first set S = {I, X 3k , Z 2k }, where d = 4k. This case will be solved below as the exceptional case 2.
iii) If 2m ≡ n mod d, under the following transformation:
clearly, we have 4m = n mod d. Then if 4m = 0 mod d, by Lemma 2, we get the conclusion.
And the case 4m ≡ 0 mod d imples that 2n ≡ d ≡ 0 mod d, hence d = 2n. Hence we have 2m ≡ n mod 2n ⇒ 2m = 3n, ⇒ n = 2k, m = 3k for some integer k. Then we only need to consider the case S 4 = {I, Z 2k , X 3k } with d = 4k. This case will be solved below as the exceptional case 2.
Now we give an explicit strategies for Alice and Bob in order to distinguish the two sets of exceptional cases.
Exceptional case 1: the case {I, X n , Z n } with d = 2n, n ≥ 2. The corresponding (unnormalized) states are shown below,
Alice employ the following projective measurements:
.., n. The corresponding resulting states are, respectively,
Hence the states of Bob's system are orthogonal each other and Bob can distinguish the above three states {| ψ 1 , | ψ 2 , | ψ 3 } exactly.
Exceptional case 2: the case {I, X 3k , Z 2k } with d = 4k. The corresponding states are given below,
Alice applies the following projective measurements: 2, 3 , ..., 2k. correspondingly one gets
If k ≥ 2, the states of Bob's system are orthogonal each other, and the states {| ψ 1 , | ψ 2 , | ψ 3 } can be distinguished exactly. The case k = 1 is considered in Theorem 2 of the ref. [20] and was proved to be locally distinguished.
The results of the above theorem can be understood as a little step towards the generalization of H. Fan's results in [7] to arbitrary dimensional case. Unlike the prime dimensional cases, sometimes, it may need to do several transformations before one could use Lemma 2. Moreover, one may encounter some exceptional cases which could not be dealt with by applying Lemma 2.
The above results can be also understoood as part of results toward the problem of locally distinguishability for any three orthgonal maximally entangled states. The results we obtained and those in [15] give an evidence of positive answer. In [15] , the authors presented some triple sets of maximally entangled states which are shown to be two-way distinguishable by giving the explicit strategies. In our paper, we mainly devote to the set of generalized Bell states satisfying some conditions. Under these conditions we can transform complicated cases into some simple ones. However, there are also some exceptional cases for which the explicit constructions of strategies are needed.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have studied the problem of local distinguishability of maximally entangled states, the generalized Bell states. Firstly, we generalized some equations which have been con- It is natural to ask whether four, five or more generalized Bell states can always be locally distinguished for large dimension d. It seems that from what we have done in this paper, the case of four, five or more states can be similarly dealt with case by case. However, the problem becomes more complicated. Hence it is also interesting to develop other methods to solve these problems.
